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Abstract

We show that naturalness of the weak scale can be comfortably reconciled with both
LHC null results and observed Higgs properties provided the double protection of
supersymmetry and the twin Higgs mechanism. This double protection radically alters
conventional signs of naturalness at the LHC while respecting gauge coupling unifica-
tion and precision electroweak limits. We find the measured Higgs mass, couplings,
and percent-level naturalness of the weak scale are compatible with stops at∼ 3.5 TeV
and higgsinos at ∼ 1 TeV. The primary signs of naturalness in this scenario include
modifications of Higgs couplings, a modest invisible Higgs width, resonant Higgs pair
production, and an invisibly-decaying heavy Higgs.
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1 Introduction
Just as the discovery of a Standard Model (SM)-like Higgs boson at the LHC [1, 2] sharpens the
urgency of the hierarchy problem, the onward march of null results in searches for new physics
places increasing stress upon conventional ideas for electroweak naturalness. Perhaps electroweak
naturalness is a dead end, with the solution to the hierarchy problem lying somewhere in the land-
scape. But perhaps electroweak naturalness is still close at hand, concealed only by its unexpected
properties. This latter possibility raises a pressing question: Can we learn anything new about
electroweak naturalness from null results at the LHC? More specifically,

• Are there signatures of naturalness other than conventional top partners?

• Are there wholly natural theories where the conventional signs of naturalness – especially
supersymmetric naturalness – may be out of reach of the LHC?

To a certain extent these possibilities are illustrated by composite Higgs models [3, 4], where the
Higgs mass is protected by a global symmetry and heavy resonances lie in the multi-TeV range –
but even here, one expects light fermionic top partners to accommodate the observed Higgs mass
[5], as well as copious production of heavy resonances in the second LHC run. Moreover, such
models are typically in tension with precision electroweak constraints and hints of gauge coupling
unification, at variance with what few indirect indications we have about physics in the ultraviolet.
While there is also still room for conventional supersymmetric models with light superpartners
whose signatures are muddled by reduced event activity [6] or missing energy [7], these solutions
are under increasing pressure from evolving search strategies at the LHC – and, in any event, have
little intrinsic connection between naturalness and the lack of natural signals.

An attractive possibility is to consider theories enjoying double protection of the Higgs potential,
for example via both supersymmetry and a spontaneously broken global symmetry [8, 9]. This
raises the prospect of partially decoupling the signals of each symmetry mechanism without im-
periling the naturalness of the weak scale. In this work we explore the double protection provided
by the combination of the twin Higgs mechanism [10] and supersymmetry.1 In these models
an exact Z2 symmetry between the MSSM and a mirror MSSM leads to an approximate U(4)
symmetry, and the light Higgs is primarily composed of the pseudo-goldstones of the broken
U(4). Although supersymmetry plays a role in the ultraviolet completion, the stops need not be
light. Moreover, the fermionic top partner furnished by double protection is neutral under the
Standard Model gauge group. Rather, the predominant signals of naturalness emerge through the
Higgs portal: modifications of Higgs couplings, an invisible Higgs width, resonant Higgs pair
production, and an invisibly-decaying heavy Higgs. Thanks to double protection of the Higgs
potential, the conventional signs of supersymmetric naturalness are absent even at the 13/14 TeV

1For recent work in a similar spirit combining supersymmetry and the composite Higgs, see e.g. [11].
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LHC, with percent-level tuning in the Higgs vev (comparable to the “fine-tuning” of the QCD
scale) compatible with stops at ∼ 3.5 TeV and higgsinos at ∼ 1 TeV.

The supersymmetric UV completion of the twin Higgs model we study has the attractive features
of maintaining perturbative gauge coupling unification, calculable and safe precision electro-weak
and flavor observables, and a light CP-even Higgs mass naturally in the experimentally observed
window. While many interesting conclusions about twin Higgs phenomenology can be reached
from an effective theory of only the scalar Higgs and SM degrees of freedom in twin models [12],
studying a full UV completion also has the advantage of an unambiguous tuning measure to
compare to other perturbative solutions to the naturalness problem like the NMSSM and a direct
understanding of collider limits on all of the new colored and electroweak states. Although
supersymmetric completions of mirror and left-right twin Higgs models were considered prior to
Higgs discovery [13, 14], they focused on eliminating the intrinsic tuning from supersymmetric
quartics at the cost of additional model-building complexity and a loss of MSSM-like gauge
coupling unification. In this work we explore the simplest supersymmetric mirrow twin Higgs
in light of the observed mass and couplings of the SM-like Higgs, taking the tuning arising
from supersymmetric quartics at face value. Venturing beyond the pseudo-goldstone limit and
accounting for the contributions of the full Higgs effective potential, we find that this simple model
has tuning comparable to the more complicated efforts.

Our paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we begin by reviewing the simplest supersymmetric
twin Higgs model and the parametrics of the Higgs potential in the pseudo-goldstone limit. We
then turn to an analysis of the Higgs mass and full effective potential at one loop, computing the
fine-tuning of the theory as a function of the superpartner mass scales. In section 3 we study the
phenomenology of the model in light of the Higgs discovery, focusing on the implications of Higgs
couplings for the allowed parameter space and detailing the most relevant signals of naturalness.
In section 4 we consider ancillary limits from precision electroweak, flavor, and cosmological
considerations. We reserve a detailed discussion of the possible UV completions of the twin Higgs
singlet portal for the appendix.

2 A Supersymmetric Twin Higgs
2.1 Basic Set-up

Mirror Twin Higgs models are based on the idea that a Z2 symmetry exchanging the SM Higgs
and a “mirror” Higgs field charged under a distinct identical copy of the Standard Model gauge
group leads to an accidental U(4) symmetry in the quadratic terms of the Higgs potential [10, 12].
If the Z2 symmetry is exact – implying a complete mirror copy of the matter and gauge fields
coupled to the mirror Higgs – then the full quadratic effective potential including UV-sensitive
mass corrections possesses the accidental U(4) symmetry. The light SM Higgs doublet is identified
with some of the pseudo-goldstones of the spontaneously broken U(4) and is therefore protected
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from quadratic sensitivity to the cutoff. The sensitivity to UV scales only re-emerges through
the (presumably small) quartic and higher order terms explicitly breaking the U(4) symmetry,
and is suppressed by the (presumably large) coefficient of the U(4) preserving quartic terms in a
perturbative completion (or equivalently ∼ (4π)2 in a composite model). As with any pseudo-
goldstone mechanism for protecting the Higgs mass, a UV completion such as supersymmetry is
required for the theory above a few TeV.

Our perturbative SUSY twin Higgs model comprises two complete copies of the MSSM, an “A-
sector” which will correspond to the observed sector with the light fields of the Standard Model,
and a “B-sector” with identical copies of the MSSM gauge group and field content. The couplings
and soft SUSY breaking masses of the two sectors are set equal by a Z2 symmetry exchanging the
A and B sectors. A single singlet superfield S couples the A and B sectors. The combination of
supersymmetry and the Z2 symmetry yields a theory that is, in principle, complete up to the Planck
scale.

The Z2 and gauge symmetries guarantee that the singlet-Higgs interactions respect a full U(4)
global symmetry, of which gauge and Yukawa interactions preserve an SU(2)A × U(1)A × SU(2)B × U(1)B

subgroup. To make this explicit, we write the A and B sector Higgs fields in U(4) multiplets as

Hu =

(
hAu
hBu

)
, Hd =

(
hAd
hBd

)
, (1)

and the superpotential of the Higgs-singlet sector becomes

WU(4) = µ(hAuh
A
d + hBu h

B
d ) + λS(hAuh

A
d + hBu h

B
d ) +MSSS

≡ µHuHd + λSHuHd +MSSS. (2)

The Z2 symmetry also guarantees that the quadratic soft breaking terms preserve the full U(4),
even after radiative corrections. Assuming the singlet has a large soft mass m2

S � µ,MS , it will
decouple leaving its F-term quartic intact. The full U(4) preserving scalar potential in the Higgs
sector is then given by the sum of supersymmetric and soft contributions,

VU(4) = (m2
Hu

+ µ2)|Hu|2 + (m2
Hd

+ µ2)|Hd|2 − b(HuHd + h.c.) + λ2|HuHd|2 (3)

Crucially, the Z2 symmetry automatically leads to a potential for the Higgs with both quadratic
terms and a potentially large quartic term respecting the larger U(4) symmetry. This can be
contrasted with composite twin Higgs models, where the Z2 on its own does not guarantee that
the strong sector will respect the necessary U(4) symmetry.

The gauge and Yukawa couplings of the A and B sectors give rise to explicit breaking of the U(4)
at both tree and loop level. When the U(4)-symmetric quartic dominates over the U(4)-breaking
quartic terms (and other higher order terms), this model provides a perturbative realization of the
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twin Higgs mechanism. In particular, in the limit that the Hu and Hd vevs lie completely in the
B-sector direction, the pseudo-goldstones of the broken U(4) correspond to a light A-sector Higgs
doublet with a scalar mass protected by the twin mechanism against large radiative corrections
from the top and gauge sectors.

In the absence of supersymmetry, electroweak gauge and Yukawa interactions would only give
rise to U(4) breaking quartics at one loop, the most important of which is the quartic δλu generated
by the top sector. However, with the introduction of supersymmetry, the D-terms of the A and B
sector gauge groups necessarily generate U(4)-breaking quartic terms at tree level. For the neutral
components of the Higgs field these contributions are

V
��U(4) =

g2 + g′2

8

[
(|h0

u
A|2 − |h0

d
A|2)2 + (|h0

u
B|2 − |h0

d
B|2)2

]
+ δλu(|h0

u
A|4 + |h0

u
B|4) + . . . . (4)

The U(4)-breaking terms are important to generate a mass for the light pseudo-goldstone Higgs, but
unfortunately their form necessarily leads to symmetric vevs between the A and B sector, vA = vB,
which we find to be phenomenologically unviable. To rectify this problem, we assume there is a
small source of soft breaking of the Z2 symmetry which we take to be of the simple form

V��Z2 = ∆m2
Hu

(|hAu |2 − |hBu |2) + ∆m2
Hd

(|hAd |2 − |hBd |2). (5)

2.2 The pseudo-goldstone limit

The Higgs sector of the SUSY twin model can be most easily understood in the limit that all
of the non-goldstone directions have decoupled. This condition is satisfied at tree-level when
b sin 2β � (g

2+g′2

4
cos2 2β)f 2 and λ2 � g2+g′2

2
cot2 2β, where f 2 ≡ 〈hA〉2 + 〈hB〉2 ≡ v2

A + v2
B is

the total magnitude of the U(4) breaking vev.

In this limit, f and tan βA = tan βB can be determined from the U(4) symmetric potential (Eq. 3),

tan β =
µ2 +m2

Hd

µ2 +m2
Hu

(6)

f 2 =
1

λ2

(
m2
A − 2µ2 −m2

Hu
−m2

Hd

)
(7)

where mA = 2b
sin 2β

is the tree-level mass of one of the physical pseudoscalar Higgses. To study
the light Higgs state, it is convenient to work in terms of the nonlinear realization of the uneaten
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goldstone direction

Hu = f sin β


0

sin φ√
2f

0

cos φ√
2f

 , Hd = f cos β


0

sin φ√
2f

0

cos φ√
2f

 (8)

where φ is the pseudo-goldstone Higgs. A potential for φ is generated by the U(4) breaking terms
Eqs. 4 and 5. The minimization conditions yield the vev in terms of the Z2 breaking masses

sin2 φ√
2f

=
v2

f 2
=

1

2

1− ∆m2(
g2+g′2

8
cos2 2β + δλu sin2 β

)
f 2

 (9)

where we now take the canonical observed vev in the A sector vA = v ≈ 174 GeV and define
∆m2 ≡ ∆m2

Hu
sin2 β + ∆m2

Hd
cos2 β. The mass of the light state φ at the minimum is given by

m2
φ = (m2

Z cos2 2β + 4δλuv
2 sin4 β)

(
2− 2v2

f 2

)
. (10)

Eqs. 9 and 10 illustrate several important points for the following more detailed discussion. First,
it is clear that to obtain a hierarchy in vevs v2 < f 2/2, the Z2 breaking mass terms must be
tuned against the potential generated by the U(4) breaking quartic terms. This leads to an intrinsic
tuning of the weak scale of order f 2/2v2. Ref. [13] sought to remedy this tuning in a similar
SUSY twin model by removing the B-sector D-term quartics. This additional Z2 breaking modifies
Eq. 9 to give a small hierarchy v2 < f 2/2 even in the absence of a Z2 beaking mass, but we see
immediately that the remaining symmetric radiative contributions δλu will remain important, and
we find numerically that there is in fact very little to be gained by this modification. Likewise
ref. [14] sought in a left-right twin SUSY model to introduce a natural hierarchy v2 < f 2/2

through removing the D-term contributions by forcing tan β = 1 and including soft Z2 breaking
quartics from a non-minimal singlet sector. This mechanism can be adapted to the mirror model,
but again we find that after including the radiatively generated quartic terms there is little benefit.
In this respect, the added model-building complications of [13, 14] can be sidestepped without
substantially worsening the tuning of the theory.

Another important point is that the mass of the light Higgs state is generated by the same quartic
terms that give mass to the light MSSM Higgs, with no contributions from the U(4) symmetric
coupling λ. However, for large hierarchies of v2/f 2 there can be up to a factor of two enhancement
in the squared mass compared to the MSSM formula, as is evident in Eq. 10. Physically, in
this limit the φ potential receives contributions from both the A- and B-sector quartics. This
enhancement brings the tree-level Higgs mass prediction tantalizingly close to the observed value,
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and is critical to obtain the observed mass of the SM-like Higgs in regions of small tan β. Note also
that the MSSM-like limit cannot be obtained simply by taking the f → ∞ limit of Eq. 10, since
there are large trilinear couplings of O(f) in the Higgs sector. The MSSM-like limit is instead
obtained by taking λ → 0 and MS → ∞, which introduces appropriate corrections to Eq. 10 that
are not apparent in the pseudo-goldstone limit.

2.3 Full effective potential and Higgs mass

Perturbativity limits the range of allowed singlet couplings λ, and the observed light Higgs mass
mh ≈ 125 GeV limits the range of allowed tan β. We therefore find that over most of the parameter
space of interest there are important non-decoupling effects in the potential and a treatment beyond
the pseudo-goldstone limit is necessary.

The structure of the radiative corrections is also very important to understanding the light Higgs
mass and the minimum of the U(4) breaking potential, and we find it is necessary to carefully
include the large U(4) breaking contributions to the effective potential. In particular, we evaluate
the effective potential at the SUSY breaking scale msoft including the full leading log plus one-
loop finite contributions from both the A and B top/stop sectors (see e.g. [15, 16]), as well as
the one-loop leading log contributions from the A and B electroweak gauge sectors. The leading
contributions of the singlet to the effective potential are U(4) symmetric and not included in our
analysis. A qualitatively important aspect of the effective potential is that it is Z2 symmetric and
has a minimum at the symmetric vev vA = vB, as can easily be seen from inspecting the one-loop
contributions. Therefore the Z2 breaking masses remain necessary to obtain a hierarchy in vevs.

After including the effective potential contributions to the full tree-level potential of Eqs. 3, 4,
and 5, we numerically determine the minimum and spectrum of Higgs states, including the wave-
function renormalization of the lightest Higgs state. Away from the pseudo-goldstone limit tan βA =

tan βB no longer necessarily holds. We fix the relative values of the Z2 breaking masses by
requiring tan βB = tan βA − 0.1, which leads typically to a similar magnitude for ∆m2

Hu
and

∆m2
Hd

.

The light Higgs mass for f = 3v, λ = 1.4, and mA = 1.5 TeV is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of
tan β and a common stop massmt̃1 = mt̃2 with no mixing. We find that the non-decoupling effects
decrease the mass by 5 − 10% below the pseudo-goldstone expectation of Eq. 10 in the region of
interest. For large tan β, the radiative corrections frommt̃ ≈ 1.3 TeV stops are necessary to obtain
the observed Higgs mass, while for a heavy stop mt̃ ≈ 5 TeV, tan β can be as small as 2.4.

2.4 Fine-tuning

The supersymmetric UV completion of the mirror twin Higgs model provides the crucial advantage
of allowing a meaningful calculation of fine-tuning in terms of soft SUSY-breaking parameters.
There are two independent sources of tuning in the twin SUSY model. The first comes from
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Figure 1: The lightest Higgs mass in the SUSY twin Higgs model as a function of a common stop mass
mt̃1

= mt̃2
≡ mt̃ and tanβ with λ = 1.4, f = 3v, and mA = 1.5 TeV. The green shaded region denotes

123 GeV < mh < 127 GeV.

creating a hierarchy between the A and B sector vevs. According to Eq. 9, this introduces a tuning
of ∆m2 against the quartic U(4) breaking terms,

∆v/f ≈
∂ ln(v2/f 2)

∂∆m2
=

(
f 2

2v2
− 1

)
. (11)

Numerically we find this relationship to be quite accurate even away from the pseudo-goldstone
limit and in the presence of additional contributions to the effective potential. This tuning is present
in any twin Higgs model in which a soft Z2 breaking mass leads to the hierarchy in vevs [12]. An
important aspect of the twin mechanism is that the Z2 breaking is soft and therefore the ∆m2 terms
do not have any additive sensitivity to other soft masses.

The second source of tuning in the twin SUSY model is the tuning of the total U(4) breaking vev
f against the quadratic contributions to the U(4) symmetric Higgs masses. This is analogous to
the tuning of the normal electroweak vev in non-twinned SUSY models. At one loop the most
important radiative corrections to the U(4) symmetric Higgs masses arise from the stop and singlet
soft masses

δm2
Hu
≈ 3y2

t

8π
(m2

t̃L
+m2

t̃R
) log

Λmess

msoft

+
λ2

8π2
m2
S log

Λmess

msoft

+ . . . (12)

δm2
Hd
≈ λ2

8π2
m2
S log

Λmess

msoft

+ . . . (13)
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where Λmess is the scale of mediation of SUSY breaking. In the full RG there are also important
contributions from the effect of the gluino on the running of the stop mass and from the running of
λ if it approaches its Landau pole near the messenger scale.

In the limit m2
A � λ2f 2, the f tuning takes a simple form. When the dominant tuning is due to the

stop contributions to the up-type Higgs mass for example,

∆f ≈
∂ ln f 2

∂ ln δm2
Hu

=
δm2

Hu

2λ2f 2 cos2 β
. (14)

The total tuning of the the SUSY twin model is the product of the two independent tunings:

∆twin = ∆f ×∆v/f ≈
v2�f2

δm2
Hu

4λ2v2 cos2 β
(15)

where we have taken the approximate expressions Eqs. 11 and 14 in the limit v2 � f 2.

It is interesting to measure the relative improvement in tuning of the SUSY twin model compared
to a more minimal alternative. A convenient benchmark is the NMSSM, which can likewise
accommodate the observed Higgs mass with tree-level contributions from the singlet quartic and
has been shown to compare favorably with a number of alternative models for reducing the tuning
of SUSY models in light of recent LHC results [17]. The NMSSM tuning equation has nearly
identical form to the tuning of the SUSY twin model in the same decoupling limit,

∆NMSSM ≈
δm2

Hu

2λ2
NMSSMv

2 cos2 β
≈

δm2
Hu

m2
h/(2 sin2 β)

. (16)

The key difference is that in the NMSSM, the value of the quartic coupling in the denominator
is fixed by the observed light Higgs mass, mh ≈ 125 GeV. In the SUSY twin model, the twin
mechanism protects the light A-sector pseudo-goldstone Higgs mass from the large U(4) invariant
quartic coupling λ in the denominator. The tuning can therefore be substantially reduced while
maintaining a light Higgs. For example, for tan β = 2 and λ = 1.4, Eqs. 15 and 16 imply that
the NMSSM is roughly five times more tuned than the SUSY twin model for the same stop mass.
Similar relationships holds for the relative tuning with respect to the singlet soft mass and the tree
level µ-term.

This discussion also brings up an important difference between the SUSY twin model and com-
posite twin Higgs models. In composite twin Higgs models, the connection between the tuning
and the light Higgs mass re-enters only through the logarithmic dependence on the cut-off scale
for the radiative U(4) breaking quartic terms. On the other hand in the SUSY twin model, the
simultaneous requirement of a perturbative singlet coupling λ and the observed light Higgs mass
introduces an indirect constraint on the size of the effective quartic coupling setting the f tuning.
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In detail, the structure of the D-term and radiative contributions to the U(4) breaking quartic terms
fixes tan β for a given Higgs mass and set of soft parameters. However, the effective size of the
tree-level U(4) preserving quartic coupling is dependent on tan β and enters the tuning formulae in
the decoupling limit as λ2

(
sin 2β

2

)2
. For perturbative couplings λ . 2, it’s critical that the correct

Higgs mass can arise at small values of tan β to obtain a large effective quartic.

To improve upon these rough estimates of tuning, we perform a numerical study of the parameter
space using the full one-loop RG equations and the complete Higgs effective potential as described
in Sec. 2.3. In particular, we define a point in the low energy parameter space with a choice of the
parameters λ, f , m2

t̃
, m2

S̃
, mA, µ, and tan β defined at the scale m2

soft = m2
t̃
. For simplicity, at the

soft scale we take the limit of no stop mixing and degenerate stop masses mt̃L
= mt̃R

≡ mt̃ and
set the gluino degenerate with the stops, M3 = mt̃. We then determine the Z2 preserving Higgs
soft masses m2

Hu
and m2

Hd
and the Z2 breaking soft masses ∆m2

Hd
and ∆m2

Hd
by minimizing the

effective potential. The tunings of the f and v
f

parameters are evaluated by independently varying
the soft masses at Λmess, running them back down to the soft scale, and numerically evaluating the
shift in the vevs,

∆f =

 ∑
x={m2

t̃L
,m2

˜tR
,M3,m2

Hu
,m2

Hd
,µ,m2

S̃
}

(
∂ ln f 2|msoft

∂ lnx|Λmess

)2


1
2

(17)

∆ v
f

=

 ∑
x={∆m2

Hu
,∆m2

Hd
}

(
∂ ln v2/f 2|msoft

∂ lnx|Λmess

)2


1
2

(18)

Note that the twin mechanism protects the running of the Z2 breaking masses from additive con-
tributions from the stop and singlet sectors above the soft scale, and the running of the Z2 breaking
masses is a small effect on the tuning. Again the combined tuning of the twin model is the product
∆twin = ∆f ×∆ v

f
.

For comparison we also define a benchmark NMSSM model with the same field content, superpo-
tential, and soft terms as the A-sector plus singlet of the twin model. We use the same framework
to determine the low energy parameters of this model and to calculate the tuning, which we define
as

∆NMSSM =

 ∑
x={m2

t̃L
,m2

˜tR
,M3,m2

Hu
,m2

Hd
,µ,m2

S̃
}

(
∂ ln v2|msoft

∂ lnx|Λmess

)2


1
2

. (19)

In all plots we choose a reference value of the messenger scale of Λmess = 100mt̃, so that for each
choice of mt̃ and λ at the soft scale, the value of λ at the messenger scale is roughly the same.

The dominant LHC limits on SUSY models come from constraints on the production of colored
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Figure 2: Tuning in the twin SUSY model with λ = 1.4, f = 3v, mA = 1.5 TeV, and m2
S = (1 TeV)2. The

left is the absolute tuning, and the right is the relative tuning compared to the NMSSM, ∆NMSSM/∆twin,
with the NMSSM parameters λ = 0.6, mA = 0.8 TeV, and m2

S = (1 TeV)2. At each point, tanβ is
determined independently for the twin and NMSSM models to obtain mh = 125 GeV.

particles. The mass of the (N)LSP is also important both for direct searches and to determine the
sensitivity to the decays of colored particles2. Direct constraints on stops as well as constraints on
other colored sparticles3 therefore enter the tuning through mt̃, while limits on the LSP mass enter
the fine-tuning through the tree-level contributions from µ, which must be at least as large as the
(N)LSP mass. In Fig. 2 we study the tuning of the twin SUSY model as a function of µ andmt̃, both
in absolute terms and compared to the NMSSM. For each value of mt̃ and µ, tan β is determined
independently for the twin and NMSSM benchmark models to obtain mh = 125 GeV. For the
twin model, the parameter choices of λ = 1.4, f = 3v, mA = 1.5 TeV, and m2

S = (1 TeV)2 were
chosen as an approximate best-case scenario for tuning given the perturbativity and Higgs coupling
constraints, which will be discussed respectively in the Appendix and Sec. 3.2. For the NMSSM
we chose also a roughly optimal parameter point of λ = 0.6, mA = 0.8 TeV, and m2

S = (1 TeV)2.

As discussed above, the improvement in tuning compared to the NMSSM at low stop masses is
small due to the large value of tan β necessary to obtain the correct Higgs mass. However, at
large stop masses the effective SUSY twin quartic becomes large and the degree of tuning remains
better than 1% out to mt̃ ≈ 3.5 TeV and µ ≈ 1 TeV. At this point the degree of tuning for the twin

2For low-scale mediation models with a light gravitino LSP, the effect of the NLSP mass on limits for colored
particles is much less decisive.

3In the simplest models of SUSY breaking the mass scale for the other colored sparticles must be similar to the
stop mass, and searches for these particles set the most stringent constraints. In general at least the gluino mass must
be within a factor of ∼ 2 of the lightest stop mass to avoid introducing additional fine-tuning to obtain a separation
after RG flow [18].
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Figure 3: Tuning in the twin SUSY model with λ = 1.4, f = 3v, mA = 1.5 TeV, m2
S = (1 TeV)2,

µ = 0.5 TeV. The green shaded region is 123 GeV < mh < 127 GeV.

model is better by a factor of ∼ 3.5 than the NMSSM. There is also an unintuitive mild increase in
tuning at small values of µ in the SUSY twin model due to the structure of the RG equations for
the singlet and Higgs soft masses.

The consequences of the measured value mh ≈ 125 GeV on the tuning of the SUSY twin Higgs
model are emphasized in Fig. 3. For this value of the Higgs mass, additional U(4) breaking quartic
couplings actually decrease the tuning of the model by allowing the light Higgs mass to be obtained
at smaller values of tan β. An important consequence is that the SUSY twin model is much more
effective at reducing the tuning for stop masses of a few TeV, where the radiative contributions
to the Higgs mass allow a small value of tan β. This also raises the interesting possibility of
decreasing the tuning at low stop masses by including extra tree-level U(4) breaking quartics. A
simple example would be to expand the singlet sector to include independent singlets SA and SB
coupling separately to the A and B sector Higgses to introduce NMSSM-like quartics. A modest
value for the new singlet couplings λ

��U(4) ∼ 0.2 − 0.4 could lift the Higgs mass to the measured
value at low tan β. For example, for mt̃ = 1 TeV, tan β = 1.7, and λ = 1.4, we find that a tuning
of better than 10% can be obtained (a factor of ∼ 3 improvement over the NMSSM) and the Higgs
mass can be accomodated with λ

��U(4) ∼ 0.4. For simplicity we do not include this non-minimal
contribution to the Higgs mass in any of the following results unless otherwise noted.

The soft mass of the singlet plays two important roles in determining the tuning of the twin SUSY
model. First, it makes a contribution to the running of the Higgs masses which is important
especially for large values of λ. The sensitivity of the tuning to this effect is depicted in Fig. 4.
For λ & 1.5, the Landau pole becomes too close to the messenger scale and the contributions to
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Figure 4: Tuning in the twin SUSY model as a function of λ and m2
S with f = 3v, mA = 1.5 TeV,

mt̃ = 2.0 TeV, and µ = 0.5 TeV. At each point, tanβ is determined to obtain mh = 125 GeV.

the running from the singlet become large (see Appendix A for further discussion of the Landau
poles and UV completion of the singlet). For smaller values λ ∼ 1.2 − 1.5, a 1 TeV singlet starts
to make contributions to the tuning comparable to a 2 TeV stop. As small as possible value for the
singlet soft mass is therefore desirable.

On the other hand, as discussed in Sec. 2.1 the singlet soft mass must be considerably larger than µ
and the supersymmetric singlet mass MS to obtain a large tree level quartic from the singlet sector.
We have therefore chosen a benchmark value of m2

S = (1 TeV)2, allowing moderately sized µ and
MS terms while still generating a large quartic and not generating too large of a contribution to the
Higgs soft masses. An interesting possiblity to circumvent this tension between radiative tuning
and generating a tree-level quartic is to modify the singlet-Higgs sector to take the form of the
Dirac NMSSM of Ref. [19], but we do not study this possibility in detail.

While we have allowed values of λ and tan β such that the singlet requires a UV completion
above the SUSY breaking scale, we have assumed large enough values for tan β that the top
Yukawa remains perturbative up to the GUT scale (see Appendix A). It is interesting to sacrifice
MSSM-like gauge coupling unification and consider how natural the SUSY twin Higgs model can
be made if low scale Landau poles in both the singlet and top Yukawa couplings are permitted,
with the assumption that a suitable fat-Higgs-like [20] composite Higgs sector can provide a UV
completion. The point mt̃ ≈ 3.5 TeV and µ ≈ 1 TeV provides a useful benchmark. For λ = 1.4

and tan β = 2.6, the correct Higgs mass is obtained with a tuning of 1% and a Landau pole for
the singlet near ∼ 500 TeV that can be UV-completed consistent with gauge coupling unification.
The tuning can be improved tenfold to 10% for λ = 2 and tan β = 1.1, which is a factor of 30
less tuned than the NMSSM benchmark for the same point. The cost of this decrease in tuning is
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that the singlet Landau pole is brought down to ∼ 50 TeV, and likewise the top Yukawa must be
completed before the GUT scale. A version of the fat Higgs [20] could provide the necessary UV
completion but appears incompatible with precision gauge coupling unification. The extra U(4)
breaking quartics λ

��U(4) ∼ 0.2 must also be allowed to obtain the correct Higgs mass. Although
this is an interesting possibility for dramatically reducing the fine-tuning in a (semi-)perturbative
SUSY model, our primary interest in what follows will remain on the case where tan β is large
enough that only the singlet requires UV completion and MSSM-like grand unification can occur.

In section 3.2 we will discuss the limits on v2

f2
from the observed couplings of the light Higgs state

at the LHC. From Eq. 15 we expect the total tuning to become roughly independent of v/f in
the limit of large µ or mt̃ and f 2 � v2. In fact, because smaller v2/f 2 allows the Higgs mass
to be obtained at smaller values of tan β, the tuning can be slightly reduced in this limit. Fig. 5
demonstrates this behavior comparing the tuning at f = 3v to f = 5v. Formt . 3 TeV the f = 5v

model is more tuned because the stop masses are not yet saturating the f -tuning, but for larger stop
masses the f = 5v model accommodates the Higgs mass at smaller tan β and is slightly less tuned.

2.5 An emergent Z2

The crucial aspect of the twin Higgs mechanism is that the Z2 symmetry is realized in the gauge
couplings, the large Yukawa couplings in the Higgs-top-singlet sector, and the soft SUSY breaking
terms. On the other hand, sources of Z2 breaking in the Higgs potential are important to obtain a
hierarchy in the A- and B-sector vevs, and Z2 breaking in the small Yukawa couplings is necessary
to address cosmological complications as will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. An interesting possibility
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is that the necessary Z2 symmetries of the large couplings are emergent in the IR while the smaller
couplings reflect an O(1) breaking of the Z2 in the UV superpotential.

To be concrete, consider a UV model where the Z2 symmetry of the field content and gauge
couplings is exact at ΛGUT, but the Z2 is broken by O(1) differences in couplings in the Higgs-
Yukawa and Higgs-singlet sector. The singlet must be UV completed to a composite state to allow
large values of the IR coupling λ, as will be discussed in detail in Appendix A. The important detail
for this discussion is that the IR couplings of both the A and B sectors Higgs to the composite
singlet sector are governed by the same interacting fixed point with scaling dimensions set by the
common strong sector. Therefore the low energy Z2 in the Higgs singlet couplings will emerge
as long as sufficient time is spent in the interacting fixed point regime. In models where the
Higgses themselves are composite, the Z2 of the top Yukawa couplings can also emerge from the
interacting fixed point. Even with an elementary Higgs-top sector, the low values of tan β preferred
in the SUSY twin model put the top Yukawa near the IR attractor value, making it insensitive
to the value at ΛGUT [21]. For example, for tan β ∼ 2.0, yt(100 TeV) varies by only 5% for
yt(ΛGUT) = 0.5− 2.0 (disregarding the contributions to the running from the singlet sector, which
will move the fixed point to a larger value of tan β). This corresponds to . 10% Z2 breaking in
the stop contribution to the Higgs soft masses, which is consistent with the Z2 breaking necessary
to create a hierarchy in vevs. The two-loop contributions of the top Yukawa to the gauge couplings
leads to a negligible Z2 breaking in the gauge sector, and in a pure gauge mediation model the
Z2 symmetry of the gauge couplings automatically leads to Z2 preserving SUSY breaking masses.
If direct messenger-Higgs couplings are necessary, the Z2 symmetry in these coupling can emerge
in the IR from similar attractor behavior.

The SUSY twin Higgs model therefore has the appealing property that the entire U(4) symmetry
protecting the light Higgs state results from an IR Z2 symmetry of the Higgs-top-singlet-gauge
sector which can itself emerge from a UV theory with O(1) breaking of the Z2 in the superpoten-
tial.

3 Phenomenology
The low-energy phenomenology of the SUSY twin Higgs differs radically from conventional
supersymmetric scenarios. Although the details of the sparticle spectrum require a complete
model for supersymmetry breaking and mediation, it is clear that the stops and higgsinos can be
significantly decoupled in the SUSY twin Higgs without increasing the tuning of the weak scale.
Percent-level naturalness is consistent with stops at 3.5 TeV and higgsinos at 1 TeV, well beyond
the reach of the 13/14 TeV LHC [22]. In general, radiative corrections tie the mass of the gluino
to within a factor of 2 of the stop mass, and gluinos in the range of 3.5-7 TeV likewise lie well
beyond the reach of the 13/14 TeV LHC, although such heavy spectra would likely be accessible
at an LHC energy upgrade [23]. The avatars of double protection are likewise inaccessible at the
LHC, since the fermionic top partner – in the guise of the B-sector top quark – is neutral under the
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Standard Model gauge groups and only pair-produced with minuscule cross section through the
Higgs portal.

In the absence of conventional supersymmetric signals, the primary experimental indications of
the SUSY twin Higgs come from the Higgs sector – both in modifications of the couplings of the
Standard Model-like Higgs, and in the multitude of additional states in the extended electroweak
symmetry breaking sector.

3.1 Higgs couplings

The principal constraints on the SUSY twin Higgs arise from tree-level modifications to the cou-
plings of the Standard Model-like Higgs, which we identify with the lighter CP-even neutral Higgs
of the A-sector. The couplings of the SM-like Higgs are modified by both the usual SUSY mixing
within the two A-sector Higgs doublets, as well as the mixing with B-sector Higgs doublets.4

To the extent that we would like to constrain the SUSY twin Higgs parameter space with coupling
measurements of the SM-like Higgs, the most interesting properties are those of the lightest CP
even Higgs. In general, the matrix of mixings in the CP even Higgs sector is unenlightening, but
we may capture the important parametrics by carrying out a perturbative expansion in the U(4)
limit, g2 + g′2 � λ2. Since we are interested in a relatively high scale of sparticles, we will also
focus on the “SUSY twin decoupling limit” λ2f 2 � m2

A, akin to the usual SUSY decoupling limit,
m2
Z � m2

A. Herem2
A ≡ 2b

sin(2β)
is a mass parameter that corresponds to the usual MSSM definition,

as well as the mass of one physical pseudoscalar; it provides a convenient means of packaging
results, and preserves the customary intuition that certain additional Higgs states decouple in the
limit m2

Z � m2
A.

To leading nontrivial order in the expansion g/λ,mZ/mA, λf/mA � 1, the four CP-even masses
are m2

Z cos(2β)2
(

2− 2v2

f2

)
, m2

A−λ2f 2, λ2f 2 sin(2β)2, and m2
A−λ2f 2 sin(2β)2. The first corre-

sponds to the Goldstone mode, primarily identified with the A-sector light CP-even Higgs, while
the remaining states are primarily identified with the A-sector heavy CP-even Higgs, B-sector light
CP-even Higgs, and the B-sector heavy CP-even Higgs, up to inter-sector mixings of order v/f .
With this in mind, in what follows we label the corresponding mass eigenstates h1(≡ h), H1, h2,

and H2, respectively, with h identified with the recently-discovered SM-like Higgs. We adopt a
similar nomenclature for the pseudoscalars A1, A2 and the charged Higgs pairs H±1 , H

±
2 .

The composition of h in terms of the gauge eigenstates is very nearly what one would expect from

4One could also look for NLO effects coming from loops of B-sector top quarks as in [24], but these are typically
subdominant to the tree-level coupling deviations.
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the direct product of a supersymmetric 2HDM and the twin Higgs mechanism, viz.

h ≈
[(

1− v2

2f 2

)
sin β +

m2
Z

4λ2f 2
cos2(2β) csc β sec2 β + 2

m2
Z

m2
A

cos2 β sin β cos(2β)

]
h0
u
A (20)

+

[(
1− v2

2f 2

)
cos β +

m2
Z

4λ2f 2
cos2(2β) csc2 β sec β − 2

m2
Z

m2
A

cos β sin2 β cos(2β)

]
h0
d
A

+

[
v

f
sin β +

m2
Z

4λ2vf
cos2(2β) csc β sec2 β

]
h0
u
B

+

[
v

f
sin β +

m2
Z

4λ2vf
cos2(2β) csc2 β sec β

]
h0
d
B

Indeed, in the limit g/λ→ 0 the mixing contributions from the SUSY 2HDM and the twin Higgs
factorize such that the couplings of the Standard Model-like Higgs to vectors, top quarks, bottom
quarks, and leptons are modified by an amount

cV ≈ 1− v2

2f 2
− m4

Z

8m4
A

sin2(4β) + . . .

ct ≈ 1− v2

2f 2
+

2m2
Z

m2
A

cos2 β cos(2β) + . . . (21)

cb = cτ ≈ 1− v2

2f 2
− 2m2

Z

m2
A

sin2 β cos(2β) + . . .

where ci ≡ ghii/ghSM ii.

In addition to modifications of the Higgs couplings to Standard Model states, there is also gener-
ically an invisible width coming from decays of the Higgs to B-sector fermions, predominantly
h → bB b̄B, due to the O(v2/f 2) mixing of h with the B-sector CP-even Higgses. The B-sector
bottom quark mass and couplings are fixed by the Z2 symmetry, and so the partial width for
h→ bB b̄B at leading order is

Γ(h→ bB b̄B) ≈ Γ(h→ invis.) ≈ Γ(h→ bb̄) tan2(v/f)

1− 4
m2

b

m2
h

f2

v2

1− 4
m2

b

m2
h

3/2

(22)

The modified Higgs couplings and invisible width have two novel implications. The first is that
the intrinsic O(v2/f 2) tuning of the theory is set by measurements of Higgs couplings, much
as in composite Higgs models. Since the precision of current Higgs coupling measurements in
combination approaches O(10%), this suggests f & 3v; we will make this statement more precise
in the next subsection.

The second novel implication is that the invisible Higgs width is also of order v2/f 2, so that the
invisible width of the Higgs directly probes the tree-level naturalness of the theory. Whereas the
mass scale of higgsinos and top partners in the SUSY twin Higgs provides little concrete infor-
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mation regarding the naturalness of the weak scale, the invisible width provides an unambiguous
indication.

3.2 Coupling Fits

To establish the allowed range of both v/f and the 2HDM mass scalemA, we construct a combined
fit to Higgs couplings using available data from both ATLAS and CMS searches at 7 and 8 TeV.5

To do so, we adopt the methods of [30]. We construct a likelihood for each individual exclusive
channel in [30] using a two-sided gaussian whose mean is given by the experimental value of
the signal strength modifier µ and whose width is given by the 1σ errors on µ. Where two-sided
measurements are unavailable, we use an approximate gaussian likelihood constructed from the
observed and expected limits.6

To determine the dependence of the signal strength on the relevant SUSY twin Higgs parameters
f,mA, and tan β, we use the techniques of [34] with the tree-level coupling modifiers in Eq. 21
plus the invisible width in Eq. 22. For simplicity, we take the limit (g2+g′2)/λ2 → 0, for which the
effects due to the SUSY 2HDM and twin Higgs sector approximately factorize. We have checked
that this approximation to the Higgs couplings always agrees with full numerical results to within
a few percent in the parameter regions of interest. We do not include any contributions from loops
of superpartners, since the mass scale of superpartners is sufficiently high that these contributions
are negligible.

Given these single-channel likelihoods, we construct a combined likelihood from the product of
the single-channel likelihoods. To perform the fit, we fix the representative value tan β = 2.5 and
compute −2∆ lnL in the f,mA plane relative to the best-fit point of f,mA → ∞. We denote the
95% CL region by −2∆ lnL < 5.99 in this 2D plane.

It is well known in the case of composite Higgs models that the strongest constraint comes from
the combination of Higgs coupling measurements and precision electroweak data, including the
IR contribution to the S- and T -parameters from the modification of the SM-like Higgs couplings
to vectors [35]. As we will discuss in the next section, the situation is substantially improved in
the SUSY twin Higgs model. For the sake of illustration, we also show the 95% best fit region
including precision electroweak limits on the IR contribution to the S- and T -parameters (Eq. 23)
for λ = 1.5, marginalizing over the U -parameter. This includes the leading constraints from
electroweak precision tests on modified couplings of the SM-like Higgs. We do not include UV

5For fits to the related left-right twin Higgs model [25, 26] using various stages of LHC Higgs data, see [27–29].
6Note that the channels in [30] do not include direct limits on the Higgs invisible branching ratio from e.g. [31–33].

To check the effects of the direct invisible branching ratio limit on the fit, we construct a single-channel likelihood
using the numerical values of −2 logL for the invisible branching ratio measurement in [31]. The effects of invisible
branching ratio limits [32, 33] are very similar. The inclusion of this likelihood leads to an insignificant change in the
best-fit region since the direct limit of Br(h→ invis.) < 0.65 is much weaker than the implicit limit in the SUSY twin
Higgs framework coming from measured branching ratios. We do not include this invisible branching ratio likelihood
in our final fit due to uncertainties in the shape of the likelihood in [31] for low values of the invisible branching ratio.
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Figure 6: Coupling fit in the SUSY twin Higgs model as a function of mA and f for the representative value
of tanβ = 2.5 in the limit (g2 + g′2)/λ2 → 0. The fit procedure is described in the text. The yellow shaded
region denotes the 95% CL allowed parameter space defined by −2∆ lnL < 5.99, not including precision
electroweak constraints. The gray dot-dashed line denotes the edge of the 95% CL allowed region including
IR contributions to the S- and T -parameters, marginalizing over the U -parameter. The blue dashed lines
indicate the contours of Br(h→ invis.) = 0.05, 0.10, respectively.

contributions to the S- and T -parameters, which depend on the details of the heavy Higgs spectrum
but are numerically of the same order as the IR contributions and decouple as mA →∞.

The coupling fit is shown in Fig. 6, which illustrates that f & 3v is comfortably allowed by
current coupling measurements (recall we work in units where v ≈ 174 GeV and f is similarly
normalized), with a modest invisible branching ratio of up to ∼ 10%. The invisible branching
ratio in the SUSY twin Higgs consistent with current coupling measurements is smaller than the
allowed values found in e.g. [36] because the invisible width scales similarly to the modifications
of tree-level couplings, leading to a tighter constraint.

3.3 Extended Higgs sector

The extended twin Higgs sector offers a plethora of additional states in the Higgs sector, including
three additional CP-even neutral scalars, two pseudoscalars, and two pairs of charged Higgses.
For the most part, these additional degrees of freedom are kinematically decoupled. As discussed
above, the masses of the the “heavy” CP-even scalarsH1, H2 arem2

H1
∼ m2

A−λ2f 2,m2
H2
∼ m2

A−
λ2f 2 sin2(2β). Both charged Higgs pairs have masses of orderm2

H±1,2
∼ m2

A−λ2f 2 with subleading

splittings of order O(m2
W ,m

2
WB

). The pseudoscalars have masses m2
A1
∼ m2

A − λ2f 2,m2
A2
∼

m2
A. Consequently, all of these states are typically & TeV with correspondingly low production
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cross sections at the LHC. Moreover, the additional Higgs states coming predominantly from the
A-sector enjoy the usual decoupling properties of a SUSY 2HDM, with correspondingly small
couplings to Standard Model gauge bosons and the SM-like Higgs h. Given the limited reach for
narrow Higgs scalars & TeV, it seems unlikely that these degrees of freedom can be meaningfully
probed at the LHC.

However, the second-lightest CP-even neutral scalar h2 may remain relatively light, with mh2 ≈
λf sin(2β). It possesses a coupling to top quarks of O(v/f), so that it is produced at the LHC
via gluon fusion with a cross section σ(gg → h2) ≈ (v/f)2σ(gg → hSM), where hSM is a
Standard Model Higgs of equivalent mass. Consequently, the gluon fusion cross section can remain
relatively large, O(1 pb) at

√
s = 14 TeV for mh2 ∼ 500 GeV.

The decay of h2 is likewise promising. Although in general h2 couples to degrees of freedom in
the B-sector, it possesses a relatively large trilinear coupling with the SM-like Higgs h, λh2hh ≈
m2

h2

2
√

2f
. Consequently, the partial width Γ(h2 → hh) grows as ∼ m3

h2
/f 2 with no small numerical

suppression, and indeed parametrically competes with the partial width into B-sector gauge bosons.
For the range of λ of interest, the two-body decays of h2 → ZBZB,WBWB are kinematically
accessible, so that Γ(h2 → ZBZB,WBWB) and Γ(h2 → hh) differ only by kinematic factors and
degree-of-freedom counting. Both decays dominate over decays to B-sector top quarks – which are
kinematically inaccessible for λ . 2 – and decays to lighter B-sector fermions and gauge bosons.
Note that h2 is not exceptionally wide for mh2 . TeV, since Γtot/mh2 ∼ λ2/16π2 � 1.

Thus Br(h2 → hh) ∼ O(0.1− 0.4) over a wide range of masses with no strong suppression from
decoupling, in stark contrast to the heavy Higgs of the MSSM.7 This raises the tantalizing prospect
of a resonant di-Higgs signal at the LHC [12, 37–39] with cross sections of order σ · Br(pp →
h2 → hh) ∼ 10 − 500 fb at

√
s = 14 TeV for mh2 ∼ 500− 1000 GeV. This should be compared

to the Standard Model Higgs pair production rate, ∼ 34 fb at
√
s = 14 TeV, and will be easier to

distinguish from background due to the boosted kinematics and resonant production mode. Unlike
conventional 2HDMs (SUSY or otherwise), there is no competitive signal from h2 → WW,ZZ

(i.e., the massive A-sector gauge bosons), due to the suppressed coupling of h2 to Standard Model
gauge bosons. This strongly motivates searches for resonant di-Higgs production over a wide range
of heavy Higgs masses.

Alternately (or perhaps in conjunction with the h2 → hh signal), one may look for vector boson
fusion production or Z-associated production of h2 followed by invisible decay into B-sector states
(primarily WB, ZB). The production cross section times invisible branching ratio for e.g. σ ·
Br(pp→ qqh2 → jj+invis.) should be of order 10-100 fb at

√
s = 14 TeV formh2 ∼ 500−1000

GeV, and could provide strong validation of a signal in h2 → hh or serve as an independent
detection mode in its own right. Similar sensitivity to an invisibly-decaying heavy Higgs scalar

7The violation of conventional 2HDM decoupling intuition here stems from the fact that there are two separate
vacuum expectation values in the extended Higgs sector and genuine decoupling also requires λ → 0. The trilinear
coupling still exhibits the necessary property that λh2hhv → 0 in the appropriate alignment limit v/f → 0.
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should be available in associated production with a Z boson. At present, the ATLAS invisible
Higgs search [31] and the CMS invisible Higgs search [32] present limits for heavy Higgs masses
up to mH = 300, 400 GeV, respectively, but could be meaningfully extended to higher masses.
Clearly, if the remaining SUSY states lie above 1 TeV, these novel Higgs signatures may be the
most promising direct signal of the SUSY twin Higgs at the LHC.

3.4 LHC search strategy

As we have seen, the most promising signals of the SUSY twin Higgs includeO(v2/f 2) deviations
in the tree-level couplings of the SM-like Higgs; a modest O(v2/f 2) invisible branching ratio;
resonant pair production of the SM-like Higgs from a heavier CP-even Higgs with a large trilinear
coupling and O(v2/f 2)-suppressed gluon fusion production; and vector boson fusion and/or Z
associated production of the heavier CP-even Higgs followed by decay to invisible final states. To
the extent that measurements of Higgs couplings and invisible width will attain at best O(10%)

precision at the LHC, this motivates searching for resonant pair production of the SM-like Higgs
and extending Higgs invisible width searches beyond mH = 300 − 400 GeV. Discovery of either
process would strongly motivate construction of a Higgs factory to further test for tree-level
coupling deviations and a modest Higgs invisible width.

4 Ancillary constraints
4.1 Precision electroweak and flavor

In contrast to composite Higgs models, the precision electroweak corrections in the SUSY twin
Higgs are all calculable and, by construction, quite small. A key advantage, even with respect
to other natural models in which the Higgs is a goldstone boson, is the inertness of the heavy B-
sector gauge bosons with respect to A-sector gauge bosons and fermions. There are therefore no
tree-level contributions to the S and T parameters. This avoids the largest corrections to precision
electroweak observables present in, e.g., little Higgs models.

Unsurprisingly, here the extended Higgs sector is the principal source of new contributions to
precision electroweak observables. In general these contributions are completely consistent with
current limits on S and T . For the sake of simplicity and clarity, we’ll restrict ourselves to a brief
discussion of precision electroweak contributions in the limit v � f . mA, in which case the
Higgs sector consists of the light SM-like Higgs, a second CP-even Higgs h2 around mh2 ∼ λf ,
and the remaining Higgs scalars H1,2, A1,2, H

±
1,2 clustered around a common mass mA & TeV. In

this limit, we can simply treat the largest corrections to Standard Model expectations from the
coupling deviations of h and additional contributions of h2. In the mh,mh2 sector, the additional
contributions to the S and T parameters – beyond the usual contribution from a Standard Model
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Higgs of mass mh – are given by

∆S ≈ 1

6π

(
v

f

)2

log

(
mh2

mh

)
∆T ≈ − 3

16π cos2 θW

(
v

f

)2

log

(
mh2

mh

)
(23)

This captures the leading correction to the S and T parameters from variations in the couplings of
the SM-like Higgs in the limit mA → ∞ and is quite small for the parameter range of interest.
Additional corrections arise from the remaining Higgs scalars H1,2, A1,2, H

±
1,2 at the scale mA &

TeV. However, as in the MSSM, the these additional states decouple with increasing mA; in partic-
ular the sectors (H1, A1, H

±
1 ) and (H2, A2, H

±
2 ) are approximately degenerate so that electroweak

corrections are small. In the limit g, g′ → 0, the (H1, A1, H
±
1 ) sector is exactly degenerate,

and corrections from this sector to S and T vanish; for nonzero g, g′ this leads instead to the
customary MSSM-like contributions that are strongly suppressed by O(m2

Z/m
2
A) in the regime

of interest. Corrections from the (H2, A2, H
±
2 ) sector are additionally suppressed by a factor of

v2/f 2 due to the smallness of mixing with the A sector, but in the g, g′ → 0 limit nonzero splitting
betweenH2, A2, andH±2 persists. Expanding the appropriate loop functions (e.g., [40]), in the limit
m2
A � λ2f 2, the leading contributions to S and T from the (H2, A2, H

±
2 ) sector are parametrically

of order

∆S ≈ 1

16π

λ2v2

m2
A

∆T ≈ 1

48π

λ2

g2s2
W

λ2f 2

m2
A

. (24)

There are also contributions from loops involving one scalar from each sector, but these share an
overall suppression factor of O(v2/f 2) due to mixing, as well as a similar magnitude of mass
splitting between states, leading to corrections of the same order as Eq. 24. Taken together, the
corrections to S are insignificant, while the corrections to T are typically numerically of the same
magnitude as those in Eq. 23, and both show the expected decoupling as mA → ∞. However,
the corrections to T have the potential to generate (mild) tension with precision electroweak limits
if mA ∼ λf . TeV, though this depends in detail on the extended Higgs sector and is readily
susceptible to cancellations. Finally, corrections from the remainder of the sparticle spectrum are
parametrically small unless there is substantial mixing in the squark sector.

There are no pernicious new sources of flavor violation in the SUSY twin Higgs beyond those
usually encountered at one loop. In particular, the extended Higgs sector automatically satisfies
the Glashow-Weinberg condition [41] due to a combination of holomorphy and gauge invariance,
guaranteeing the absence of new tree-level contributions to flavor-changing neutral currents. At
one loop, the decoupling of charged Higgs states protects against prohibitive contributions to, e.g.,
b → sγ. Although sfermions may all be in the multi-TeV range, this alone is insufficient to
suppress one-loop FCNC in the presence of large flavor-violating soft masses, and so the usual
solutions to the supersymmetric flavor problem are still required.
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4.2 Cosmology

The cosmology of mirror twin Higgs models has been discussed in detail in refs. [10, 12, 13], and
for mirror models in general in refs. [42–44]. Here we review briefly the important constraints
from light degrees of freedom and dark matter abundance.

The principal cosmological constraints on mirror twin Higgs models are the CMB and BBN bounds
on extra light degrees of freedom, most stringently the recent Planck resultNeff = 3.30±0.27 [45].
The light Higgs state keeps the A and B sector in thermal equilibrium down to temperatures Teq ∼
O(1 GeV) [13]. In the limit of an exact Z2 symmetry there is an unacceptably large contribution
to Neff if the reheating is symmetric or TRH & Teq.

The possibility of asymmetric reheating is discussed in refs. [42–44]. An alternative solution in
a high-T symmetric reheating scenario is to include Z2 breaking contributions to the B-sector
Yukawas to lift the light quarks and charged leptons above Teq [10, 12, 13]. This can be a hard
breaking in the flavor sector or spontaneous breaking from asymmetric vevs of flavon fields; the
small Yukawa couplings feed into the RG of the Higgs-top-gauge sector at acceptably small levels
and do not modify the tuning. If only the B-sector photons, gluons and neutrinos remain below
Teq, then in the absence of entropy production in the QCD phase transition ∆Neff ∼ 1.4 [12].
This may be reduced to comfortably within bounds if the A-sector QCD phase transition involves
entropy production not present in the B-sector transition (due to the presence of light quarks in the
A-sector), or if the B-sector QCD phase transition is raised above Teq [10, 12]. The tension may
be further ameliorated if B-sector gauge groups are spontaneously broken (via, e.g., tachyonic
B-sector soft masses giving rise to charge- and color- breaking minima).

In mirror twin Higgs models, the B-sector baryon and lepton number are independently conserved
and can lead to stable relics. If a baryon asymmetry is generated in the B-sector, the lightest B-
baryon, which may be charged or neutral, can be the DM and naturally link the DM and SM baryon
abundance [12]. The lightest B-sector charged lepton can also make up a component of the DM
if its decay to a charged B-pion and neutrino is kinematically forbidden. The phenomenology of
charged baryonic or leptonic B-sector DM components depends in detail on whether or not the
B-sector U(1) is broken and on the spectrum of hadronic and nuclear states. In the SUSY twin
Higgs model, the lightest superpartner can also provide a dark matter candidate. The R-parity of
the A and B sectors is shared, and a neutralino LSP can be a mixture of A and B-sector states.
The larger B-sector Higgs vev can naturally lead to an LSP with primarily B-sector components,
suppressing standard direct and indirect detection signals.

5 Conclusions
We have shown that a minimal supersymmetric completion of the mirror twin Higgs model yields
MSSM-like gauge coupling unification, a naturally light SM-like Higgs, and small corrections to
electroweak precision and flavor observables. The level of tuning of this model is comparable
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to the NMSSM with a superpartner mass scale half as large, and the observed ∼ 125 GeV mass
of a SM-like Higgs state is consistent with a percent-level tuned spectrum of superpartners likely
unobservable at both the 13/14 TeV LHC and a ∼ 1 TeV linear collider. Provided additional
U(4)-breaking quartics, a spectrum with superpartners at current LHC limits is consistent with
tuning at the 10% level. Furthermore, if we discard the requirement of perturbative MSSM-like
gauge coupling unification, a Higgs compositeness scale of ∼ 50 TeV allows 10%-level tuning
with superpartners entirely out of reach of the LHC.

With the superpartners in these models out of reach, the most promising collider signals come
from the Higgs sector. The mixing of the lightest Higgs with the mirror sector is proportional
to the hierarchy of vevs v

f
, and constraints on the Higgs couplings translate into a direct and

unambiguous constraint on the fine-tuning of the model, ∆−1 < 2v2

f2
. Already the measurements

of the couplings of the SM-like Higgs state at the LHC and precision electroweak measurements
require a hierarchy in vevs v

f
. 1

3
, and few-percent-level measurements of Higgs couplings at the

13/14 TeV LHC will put more stringent limits on this model. The Higgs coupling limits we derived
in the supersymmetric decoupling limit also apply equally well to any low-energy effective twin
Higgs theory. While most of the extra Higgs states can easily be decoupled, the next-to-lightest
CP-even Higgs state typically remains within reach of the 13/14 TeV LHC and has large branching
ratios to both the striking di-Higgs channel and invisible final states. Just as the discovery of the
light SM-like Higgs determined the size of the effective quartic self-coupling and made concrete
the natural scale for physics cutting off the top quark contribution to the Higgs mass, measuring the
mass of the next lightest CP-even Higgs state in the mirror twin model will point to the natural scale
for the superpartners in the twin SUSY model. The presence of this light state is also an important
signal that the twin mechanism is perturbatively realized, rather than resulting from compositeness
at the scale of a few TeV.

The SUSY twin Higgs, like any model involving a “double-protection” solution to the hierarchy
problem, clearly presents a challenge from the point of view of UV model-building and parsimony.
Compared to composite models, this issue is somewhat alleviated for the SUSY twin Higgs model;
here the full approximate U(4) symmetry emerges accidentally from a smaller Z2 symmetry which
can originate far in the UV and may in fact be partially emergent at low energies. As a minimal
supersymmetric extension of the twin Higgs, the model we have presented is also considerably
more appealing from this point of view than earlier efforts at supersymmetrizing the twin Higgs
[13, 14]. If null results in searches for superpartners persist at the 13/14 TeV LHC, understanding
in detail the signatures of models like the SUSY twin Higgs – which trade parsimony for decreased
fine-tuning – will become crucial to interpreting the role of naturalness as a predictive principle for
the next generation of collider, dark matter, and low-energy precision experiments.

There are many possible avenues for further study. In this paper we have focused on the low-energy
phenomenology without committing to a detailed model for supersymmetry breaking. It would
be interesting to investigate mediation mechanisms giving rise to the appropriate combination of
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U(4)-symmetric and U(4)-breaking soft terms, perhaps via gauge mediation with suitable Higgs-
messenger couplings. A SUSY-breaking mechanism that gives rise to tachyonic scalars in the B
sector would be attractive from the perspective of cosmology, where spontaneous breaking of B
sector gauge symmetries helps to alleviate constraints from Neff . We have also not discussed dark
matter candidates in detail, but the super-abundance of dark matter candidates in the SUSY twin
Higgs model could give rise to a number of interesting scenarios that merit further study. Finally,
while we have presented parametric estimates for the rates of resonant di-Higgs and invisible heavy
Higgs production, a detailed study of these signals and their prospects for LHC discovery would
be worthwhile.
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A UV completion and λ
We have seen that the naturalness of the SUSY twin Higgs model is improved for larger values of
λ, which raises the prospect of hitting a Landau pole in λ beneath the unification scale. A complete
model that preserves the suggestive IR indications of gauge coupling unification should therefore
include a suitable UV completion for λ.

Although we are already accustomed to UV completions in the NMSSM for λ(TeV) & 0.7, the
twin Higgs λ coupling hits a Landau pole faster than its NMSSM counterpart due to a larger β
function,

βλ(Twin) =
6λ3

16π2
+ . . . (25)

βλ(NMSSM) =
4λ3

16π2
+ . . . (26)

which causes λ to increase faster in the UV. At one loop, the scale of the Landau pole depends on
the weak-scale value of λ and on tan β (via dependence on the top Yukawa). In Fig. 7 we show the
approximate location of the Landau pole in λ for the SUSY twin Higgs as a function of λ(TeV)
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4π, as a function of
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and tan β. From Fig. 7 it’s clear that there is generically a Landau pole well below the GUT scale
for the values of λ(TeV) & 1 favored by naturalness.

Although there are various possible approaches to UV completing the Landau pole in λ, the Slim
Fat Higgs [46] provides an attractive candidate insofar as it does not require a large amount of
additional matter charged under the A- and B-sector gauge groups. The essential idea of the Slim
Fat Higgs is that the singlet S emerges as a meson of an SU(Nc) gauge group that is deflected from
an interacting fixed point to an s-confining fixed point by a mass term for some number of flavors.
Concretely, in the UV we introduce an SU(Nc) gauge group with SU(Nc) (anti)fundamentals
φ(φc) that are SM singlets; SU(Nc) (anti)fundamentals X(Xc) that are both A- and B-sector
electroweak doublets with a Dirac mass MD; SU(Nc) (anti)fundamentals X̃(X̃c) with a Dirac
mass MT that partner with X,Xc to fill out complete A- and B-sector SU(5) unified multiplets;
and a number of additional SU(Nc) (anti)fundamentals neutral under both A- and B-sector groups.
In the twin version of the Slim Fat Higgs, the X, X̃ collectively account for δNf = 10 flavors (i.e.,
a fundamental + antifundamental pair of both A-sector and B-sector SU(5)). The UV theory also
includes superpotential couplings of the form W ⊃ λ1φHuX

c + λ2φ
cHdX . At the scale MD, the

fields X,Xc are integrated out to generate the effective operator

W → −λ1λ2

MD

φφcHuHd (27)

At a scale Λ at or beneath the scale MD, the theory flows to an s-confining fixed point where
S ∼ (φφc), and we identify λ(Λ) ≡ λ1λ2

Λ
MD

. The challenge is to construct a theory that is at an
interacting fixed point at high energies (to retain UV completeness, and to guarantee that λ1,2 are
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Figure 8: Cartoon of the scales and mass flow for the Slim Fat twin Higgs UV completion of λ.

sufficiently large) and flows to an s-confining fixed point when X,Xc, X̃, X̃c are integrated out,
while keeping Nc small enough to avoid introducing too much matter charged under the Standard
Model gauge groups. In the conventional Slim Fat Higgs model, the unique solution to these
constraints was Nc = 4. In the twin Slim Fat Higgs model, the doubling of Standard Model
gauge groups means that the X, X̃ account for twice the number of flavors under SU(Nc), and the
requirements of asymptotic freedom in the UV, s-confinement in the IR, and the avoidance of SM
Landau poles cannot be simultaneously satisfied. However, there is a small modification of the
Slim Fat Higgs model that suffices.

A cartoon of the UV completion is shown in Fig. 8. We begin with an SU(Nc + 3) theory at
high energy with Nf = Nc + 14 flavors, which is asymptotically free for small (Nc = 3, 4, 5)
values of Nc. This ensures that the theory remains under control in the UV. At the scale M ,
this theory is Higgsed to SU(Nc) when three flavors acquire vevs and masses of order M . The
remaining light flavors now transform as Nc + 3×1, i.e., fundamental flavors plus singlets. These
singlets can be given masses of order∼M by pairing with elementary singlets Σ via superpotential
interactions W ⊃ ΣQQ̃. Thus the theory below M now consists of an SU(Nc) gauge theory with
Nf = Nc + 11 fundamental flavors, which in general is in a free electric phase. This pattern
of Higgsing ensures that the theory is asymptotically free in the UV, but also that there are only
Nc additional fundamental + antifundamentals charged under the Standard Model gauge group
beneath the scale M . The rest of the story proceeds as with the usual Slim Fat Higgs; at the scale
MT , the triplets X̃, X̃c are integrated out, the theory has Nf = Nc+5 flavors and is generally back
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in an interacting Coulomb phase down to MD, the scale where the doublets are integrated out and
the theory s-confines. Since the theory is in an interacting phase above the scale M and between
MT and MD, this generally ensures λ1,2 are sufficiently large to offer a plausible UV completion
for λ.

The primary constraint on Nc arises from Landau poles in the A- and B-sector gauge couplings,
since theX, X̃ fields collectively account forNc fundamental+antifundamental pairs under SU(5)A
and SU(5)B. In order to avoid A- and B-sector Landau poles, we would like Nc to be as small
as possible, but it should also be large enough that the theory is deep in the interacting Coulomb
phase between MT and MD, where the fixed point anomalous dimension γ∗ of φ, φc controls the
size of λ1,2. We may estimate the fixed point value of λ1,2 in the weak coupling limit as in [46].
The perturbative RGEs for λ1,2 are

dλ1,2

dt
= (Nc + 3)

λ3
1,2

16π2
+ γ∗λ1,2 + . . . (28)

and so in the weak coupling approximation the fixed point value of the couplings above the scale
MD is λ1,2∗ ≈ 4π

√
|γ∗|/(Nc + 3). Thus the NDA estimate for λ at the confinement scale Λ is

λ(Λ) ≈
√
Nc
λ1λ2

4π

Λ

MD

≈ 4π

√
Nc

Nc + 3
|γ∗| (29)

assuming Λ ∼ MD. For Nc = 3, 4, 5, we have γ∗ = −1/8,−1/3,−1/2 and so λ(Λ) ≈
0.45, 1.20, 1.76. Needless to say, this is only an estimate due to the presence of additional in-
calculable O(1) factors, but it suggests that Nc = 4, 5 both provide suitable UV completions for
the values of λ(TeV) under consideration.

The UV completion of the singlet sector can also have an important effect on the running of the
top Yukawa coupling through potentially large contributions to the Higgs coupling, especially in
the interacting Coulomb phase [47]. The one-loop beta function for yt at the naive fixed point of
the IR interacting Coulomb phase is

dyt
dt
∼

{
0.2yt Nc = 4

0.3yt Nc = 5
. (30)

With the low values of tan β preferred by the Higgs mass and tuning, Eq. 30 suggests that the
theory can not remain near the interacting fixed point very long without increasing yt sufficiently
to run non-perturbative before the GUT scale. Although this introduces some tension with the
notion of natural MSSM-like gauge coupling unification in this model, we note that a value near
the perturbativity bound is a natural expectation in models where the low energy Z2 symmetry is
partially emergent as discussed in Sec. 2.5.
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